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Today’s fast-paced office is the perfect
place for the contemporary style and
unmatched comfort of Breathe™ Seating.
The sleek styling of this high-back chair
makes it the perfect addition in any
organization.
Breathe Seating offers a beautifully
sculpted polypropylene back structure
wrapped in a double layer fabric mesh
that offers the ultimate in support and
breathability. The soft, yet durable double
layer mesh fabric placed over the foam
cushion improves ventilation and helps
reduce fatigue. (.COM option available
on seat fabric only).
The comfort is further enhanced by
the soft, padded arms, adjustable lumbar
support and synchronized tilt mechanism.
The adjustability offers every user a
number of positions to ensure an
ergonomically sound position throughout
the day.
Employees in the modern office spend a
lot of time at their desks, making comfort
and productivity key concerns. Now you
have a seating option that offers all the
style and grace of fine office seating. All
with the refreshing benefits that are only
available with Breathe Seating.

Breathe has an easily accessible tilt tension knob.
Turning knob clockwise increases back tension and
turning counter clockwise decreases back tension.

PEDESTAL BASE

Heavy-duty, 5-star die cast aluminum
base offers built-in molded slip/scuff
protectors and durable dual wheel
carpet casters.

SLED BASE

Pneumatic lift lever adjusts chair up or down to
desired height position.

Breathe features a synchronized knee-tilt
mechanism with a 2:1 ratio (back-to-seat).
Tilt-lock lever can be positioned to 5 different lock
positions or remain unlocked for free-float function.

Independently adjustable arms have a vertical
height adjustment range of 2.5". The easy reach
adjustment button, durable structure and soft
contoured arm pad add comfort and ease.

PEDESTAL BASE WITH HEADREST

The lumbar pad is built into the chair frame back
structure for added durability. Lumbar pad can be
adjusted easily from the seated position.

Breathe’s optional headrest can be positioned and
adjusted to offer all users optimum comfort.

